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A Message From The President
BPPA leadership is again visiting districts to hear from you at roll calls and to provide breakfast as a small “thank
you” for all you are doing to make this union great. Honestly, we can’t thank you enough. We appreciate the
opportunity to meet with our members directly, hear your concerns, answer your questions and update you on
what the BPPA is doing to improve your contractual benefits and working life. If we’ve already visited your district,
we hope that all of your questions and concerns were addressed and answered, in addition to having a breakfast
sandwich and a cup of coffee. If not, we will hopefully see you again soon. In the meantime, please enjoy as much
time as you can with your families, as limited as it may be, as we transition from summer into fall.
With the fall season fast approaching and kids returning to school, we’re grateful to so many of you for working the
long hours forced upon you this past summer. Undoubtedly, the BPD’s chronic understaffing, which leads to forced
overtime, has taken its toll on all of you. And while double shifts have become the norm in recent years, this year the
Department is so short-staffed that it has, on several occasions, ordered officers to work three continuous shifts –
24 hours in a row! In addition to being completely unacceptable, this is unfair to you, your families, and the citizens
who count on us to keep them safe.
Last month, when we learned that officers in A-1 had been ordered to work the triple shift, we went on the offensive
with a press campaign to draw public attention to how a lack of police officers is putting the lives of officers and the
public in jeopardy. An officer working 24 hours straight is a recipe for disaster. No employer should ever force an
employee to work 24 consecutive hours and that is especially true for police officers. Beyond that, police officers
deserve time off to spend with their families and recharge from a stressful and dangerous job.
And while the press has hardly been a friend to police recently, our press release did generate significant outrage at
the practice of ordering officers to work 24 hours straight. The Globe and the Herald ran prominent stories about
the staffing crisis and the forced overtime it has caused, and I got the word out on the radio to listeners of Dan Rea
and Howie Carr. The bottom line is clear – we need MORE officers (not absurd calls for “defunding”), and we need
them NOW! The BPPA will continue to fight until our officers can work a shift and then go home to their families.
Stay safe, and see you for breakfast and conversation soon.
Larry Calderone, President, BPPA
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Michael Cox Named 44th Commissioner of the
Boston Police Department
On Monday, August 15, 2022, Michael Cox was officially introduced and sworn in as the 44th Commissioner of the Boston Police
Department. A member of the Boston Police Department for 30 years, Commissioner Cox returns to Boston after serving as the
Chief of Police for the Ann Arbor, Michigan Police Department since 2019. He becomes the department’s third Black commissioner
in BPD history.
Commissioner Cox, 57, says he’s happy to be home and excited to take over the reins of one of the nation’s finest police departments:
“This is a homecoming for me. I want to thank the Mayor for the opportunity to come back home and serve the citizens of Boston. The
Boston Police Department needs to look like the communities which we serve and include every resident to hear what is important so
we can serve better. I took on public service because I wanted to help the public and give back to the communities in which I lived.”
“Chief Cox is uniquely positioned to build the public safety infrastructure that Boston deserves,” said Mayor Michelle Wu.
“He will continue building on the community trust and community policing that our city has led on for decades.”
Said Boston Police Patrolmen’s President Larry Calderone: “Without a doubt, this is a homecoming for Commissioner Cox, and
the men and women of the BPPA are here to help him succeed. Undoubtedly, his success is our success. And, given his proven
understanding of the department and knowledge of the changes needed to make our department better, we look forward to working
with him as he embraces the challenge of further professionalizing one of the nation’s finest police departments.”
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Legislative Report

From the Desk of Jamie Kenneally
As most know by now, Governor Baker signed HB. 4338: An Act Relative to Regular Compensation for Certain Retirees
and Active Retirement System Members, into law on August 4, 2022. The new law, herein referred to as Chapter 147
of the Acts of 2022, restores a pensionable benefit lost as the result of the legal ruling in the case of James O’Leary, a
Lexington Police Captain, vs Town of Lexington (2018). Now that the benefit has been restored, the biggest question,
of course, revolves around who is or isn’t eligible for the buyback benefit. Put simply, this bill will benefit and impact
members who consistently bought back vacation before May of 2018. So, unfortunately, if you were hired after May of
2018, while you obviously can still buy back your vacation, the additional compensation received will not count towards
your pension.
So, again, as it pertains to eligibility, our understanding is:
· The employee must have been employed as of 5/1/2018.
· The employee must have received payment for buying back vacation prior to 5/1/2018.
· The employee must show a pattern of buying back vacation annually, i.e., not just at the
end of their career to boost their pension.
As to what qualifies as a pattern of buyback activity, we’re still waiting for further clarification from the Boston Retirement
Board. With that said, it should be noted that when the benefit was in effect, the Retirement Board had been requiring at
least five years of buyback activity. Whether it remains five years is yet to be seen. BPPA Attorney Bryan Decker remains
in constant contact with the Boston Retirement Board in an effort to secure a greater understanding and clarification on
how the new bill will be implemented. As more information becomes available, we will, of course, share that. But, again,
an unpopular legal decision stripped thousands of city employees of a pensionable benefit promised them. Thanks to the
passage of HB. 4338, herein referred to as Chapter 147 of the Acts of 2022, that pensionable benefit has been restored.

Please note that the following elected officials asked for and received the BPPA’s endorsement for the upcoming fall
election. As most already know, the final election is scheduled for November 8, 2022. To those headed to the polls, the
BPPA is asking all of our members to encourage their friends and family to support the following candidates:
Senator Walter F. Timilty for Norfolk, Bristol and Plymouth Districts
Senator John C. Velis for 2nd Hampden and Hampshire Districts
Senator Patrick M. O’Connor for Plymouth and Norfolk Districts
Representative David DeCoste for 5th Plymouth District
Ken Sweezey running as a first-time candidate for the State Representative seat in the 6th Plymouth District

Speaking of elected officials standing up for law enforcement, if you bump into City Councilors Kenzie Bok, Frank Baker,
Ed Flynn, Mike Flaherty and Erin Murphy, please thank them for voting down the recent effort by City Councilors Kendra
Lara and Tania Fernandes Anderson to defund the police. In case you missed it, Lara and Fernandes Anderson sought to
cut millions of dollars from the BPD budget, arguing the dollars would be better spent funding the city’s youth summer
jobs program. There’s only one problem with the argument. The youth summer jobs program didn’t need any additional
funding. Or, for that matter, jobs. Why? Because the summer job program had more jobs than it could fill. In fact, of
the 6,000 summer jobs available, less than half were filled. Clearly, a wonderful problem to have. Unfortunately, City
Councilors Kendra Lara and Tania Fernandes Anderson didn’t see it that way. They didn’t see it that way because, let’s
be honest, their effort was less about helping our city’s young people and more about hurting police officers.
As for Mayor Michelle Wu’s amended $4 billion budget which took effect on July 1, 2022, thankfully, the cuts from the
police budget proposed by City Councilors Kendra Lara and Tania Fernandes Anderson were not included.
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We Are Always Here For You!
BFCU
FINANCIAL
ADVISORS

THE SMART CHOICE

Discover The
Difference
Today:

SMART PLAN ADVISORY SERVICES
Our professionals have detailed experience with the state retirement plan and
can help you navigate your way!

FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES
From investing and college/education planning to retirement and estate planning,
BFCU Financial Advisors are here to help with specific knowledge of the individual
situations facing police and first responders.

Contact Ray Lazcano:
857-220-0152
Raymond.Lazcano@cunamutual.com

BETTER CASH OPTIONS
Looking to keep your savings protected from market volatility? We can show you
the safe options that allow you to earn more on your money.

ATTORNEY SERVICES
We also offer many legal services, including Wills, Power of Attorney
and Healthcare Proxy.

First Responders Only
State of the Art Technology

Dedicated to our Members
Online Account and Loan Apps

You Really Can Do ALL Your Banking at BFCU!

First Responder Banking
Federally Insured by NCUA

Equal Housing Lender

CONTACT US:
bosfirecu.com
617-288-2420

60 Hallet Street, Dorchester, MA 02124
2029 Centre Street, West Roxbury, MA 02132

Equal Opportunity Lender

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
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DO YOU NEED A FINANCIAL SECOND OPINION? ASK
YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS:

Have you saved enough to retire comfortably?
Are you assets invested approriately for your needs?
Which assets should you spend ﬁrst for tax eﬃciency?
Will Uncle Sam beneﬁt more from your estate than your heirs?
Do you have a current will, power of attorney, and health care
proxy?
Do you wish to provide college funding for your children or
grandchildren?

Few things are
more important
than your ﬁnancial
health. This is not
a do-it-yourself
project. You need
an experienced
professional who
can be objective
about your
progress and your
goals.
goals

Will your emergency fund cover your necessary expenses?

WHY WAIT? IF NOT TODAY, WHEN?

Let’s get started now and put together an action plan to help improve your ﬁnancial health.
Call today to schedule a conﬁdential appointment!

Michael Tashjian
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

MT@Patriotﬁnacialgroup.org
617.388.4514
Securi�es oﬀered through Securi�es America, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory services oﬀered through The Patriot Financial Group. The Patriot Financial Group is
not aﬃliated with the Securi�es America companies.
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In The News
Does Mayor Michelle Wu Deserve Credit for Pushing Back on
the Defund-the-Police Movement? In a Boston Herald Editorial,
Peter Lucas Says, “You Gotta Give Credit to Wu When It’s Due.”

In a Boston Herald editorial, Peter Lucas commends Mayor Michelle Wu for her decision to veto cuts to the Boston Police budget
recommended by certain members of the Boston City Council eager to diminish, disparage and defund the police. In pushing back
on the defund-the-police crowd, Lucas believes Wu makes a statement, loud and clear, that she will not compromise the safety of
her city to placate and pacify those who continue to campaign on a misguided anti-law enforcement platform. If you missed the
editorial, here it is in its entirety.
By PETER LUCAS | Boston Herald Editorial
Boston Mayor Michelle Wu is not the first politician to say one thing and do another.
They do it all the time.
But she is the rare political leader to have the sense and courage to change and adjust her position when faced with reality, like the
defunding of the police.
Cops and crime are reality. Defunding the police is a nightmare. Wu’s veto of the woke Boston City Council’s attempt to cut — that is,
defund — the police by eliminating some $13 million from its budget, mostly in overtime, is to face that reality. It shows much needed
support for the cops.
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Ordinarily, such support would be a no-brainer, as it has been in the past. But we do not live in ordinary times.
Progressives like U.S. Rep. Ayanna Pressley of Boston see nothing wrong with cutting police protection for her constituents while spending
thousands in taxpayer money on security for herself.
The difficulty that Wu had to overcome was her previous support of defunding the cops when she was a member of the
Boston City Council.
Back then so did former Boston City Councilor Andrea Campbell, now running for attorney general, who proposed “relocating” (defunding)
$60 million in budgeted police overtime funds.
Like Pressley, Campbell, if elected as the state’s chief law enforcement official, would have the state provide security for herself, but would
lessen it for her constituents.
Defunding the cops was the politically popular thing to do following the horrendous killing of George Floyd by a cop.
Attacking cops while burning and looting cities became the rage. Gang violence and murder became common in cities like New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and elsewhere.
Slowly the pendulum has swung the other way as cops walked off the job and people realized that those most affected by violent crime
were not the politicians calling for defunding the cops, but people in the inner cities who needed the cops the most.
Wu continued her support of defunding the cops when she successfully ran for mayor.
However, she was smart enough not to use the “defund” word even as her opponent Annissa Essaibi George tried to pin it on her. George
had the support of former Boston Police Commissioner William Gross and the cops. Instead of defunding, Wu talked about structural
changes, transparency, accountability and reinvesting police funds to other areas, which were all progressive code words for defunding the cops.
Progressives got the message and Wu was elected.
It is one thing to propose something like defunding the cops when you have no power to do anything about it.
It is something else when you are mayor of a large city and have to make good on your anti-cop rhetoric in the face of a long, hot summer
when murder and violence in the streets of cities has become so common.
Given her relative youth, her progressive credentials and her commitment to changing the police, critics were surprised when Wu rejected
the council’s police cuts and sent the city’s $4 billion budget back to the council.
When she did so, Wu was aware enough not to frame it as a “defunding” issue but rather “a false reduction in the budget that would create
unpredictability elsewhere.”
She was also smart enough to say that she would work on reigning in police overtime, and shrewd enough to include a $1.5 million
increase for the council which members can use for staff pay raises.
The bottom line is that people got the message. Wu is supporting the cops.
The mayor is opposed to defunding the police. She said one thing and faced with reality did the other, and it was the right thing to do. For
that she should be applauded.
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When Members of the BPD Brass Thought It Was Okay to
Force Officers to Work 24 Hours Straight, BPPA President Larry
Calderone Stood Up and Fought Back for the Hardworking Men
and Women of the BPPA

The following is excerpted from a Boston Herald article
authored by Flint McColgan published on July 12, 2022:
A union representing city cops has lambasted the
leadership of both the City of Boston and its police
department for allegedly ordering some police officers to
work 24-hour shifts during recent major events in the city.
The Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association said that more
than 120 officers worked overtime — the “vast majority”
ordered to do so — during events like the city’s “Open Streets
Boston” in Jamaica Plain on Saturday, a Red Sox game and a
festival in the Seaport. Most of them were required to work
at least 16-hour shifts, the union added, with many working
three shifts in a row, or 24 hours straight.
“The BPPA has been calling on the City to hire more cops
for years,” Larry Calderone, the union’s president, wrote in
a statement. “The chronic understaffing of the BPD is now

resulting in the unsafe situation of officers being ordered to work 24
hours straight. This is utterly unacceptable; the City is gambling with
the safety of our community and our members by these reckless
staffing decisions.”
The union added that at least five officers were also ordered to work
24-hour shifts on the last Saturday in June.
“This is a serious issue that should concern all of us in terms of not
only fatigue and burnout of the brave men and women of BPD, as
well as their work and life balance with their families, but also the
public safety implications for tired officers, their families, and the
general public,” wrote City Council President Ed Flynn.
He added that he has “consistently called for … Boston to hire
hundreds of additional Boston Police officers every single year in
the interest of public safety” and will continue to do so.
The union said that current staffing levels are far below what is
required in a 1980-era city ordinance that required a minimum 2,500
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officers in the city starting on July 1, 1980, and that thereafter,
“additional officers shall be hired from time to time as needed
so as to insure that the number of police officers on the force
shall, at no time, be less than 2,500.”

unknown, the union maintained in a text to the Herald that the
department employs about 1,600 uniformed police officers.
Last month, Wu narrowly avoided deep cuts to the BPD in
her city budget, which was initially returned to her by the City
Council with changes including hacking $13.3 million out of the
police budget.

As of July 8, the police department had a total of 2,051
employees, according to the department’s chief spokesman,
who added that there are 105 future officers set to graduate from
the academy toward the end of the year. He said the department
does not disclose a breakdown of that number into job functions,
so the number of uniformed officers is unknown. Far from

Her $4 billion budget survived when City Councilors Frank Baker,
Kenzie Bok, Michael Flaherty, Flynn and Erin Murphy all voted
against a motion to chip further from the police.

If City Councilors Were Treated the Same as Police Officers,
Julia Mejia’s Sorry-Not-Sorry Moment Would’ve Undoubtedly
Earned Her a Trip to Internal Affairs

Whether she’s trampling through crime scenes or blaming asphalt for increased crime rates, At-Large Councilor Julia Mejia is no stranger
to controversy. However, her decision to abuse her authority, as well as her elected office, during an encounter with a Boston Police
Officer on May 27, 2022, still has many of our members annoyed, angry and asking: “Is there a code of conduct for City Council members
who display disrespectful behavior?”
Lord knows that elected officials, particularly those belonging to the defund-the-police movement, are quick to demand accountability
and transparency, especially when a police officer is accused or suspected of any level of unprofessional conduct or discourteous
behavior. But, does that door swing both ways? While censures for elected officials are extremely rare (see Councilor Chuck Turner
circa 2010), there is a code of conduct they’re expected to follow. In fact, City Council Rule 38 of the Rules of the Boston City Council,
states: “Councilors shall not use unbecoming, abusive or non-parliamentary language and shall avoid personalities. Further,
any member who, in debate or otherwise, indulges in personalities or makes charges reflecting upon the character of another
member, shall make an apology.”
In light of the above, it would appear the rules are clear with respect to showing respect. However, on the day Julia encountered our
officer, she clearly forgot them.
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Our officers are held to a high standard, one that demands they always treat others with healthy levels of dignity, courtesy and respect;
we expect the same of our City Councilors. Was Julia’s behavior out of line? Undoubtedly. She abused her office and bullied a police
officer. When confronted by a Herald reporter, she tried to downplay the incident, even going so far as to blame the police officer for
being too sensitive.
As the old saying goes, if you make a mistake, own up to it. Julia made a mistake. Although she didn't exactly own it, we still hope
she learned a lesson. What lesson? If nothing else, we hope she learned that police officers are people too, deserving of courtesy and
respect just like any other citizen or City Council colleague. Thankfully, Herald reporter Flint McColgan broke the story. If you missed
any of it, the story is included here in its entirety:

By FLINT MCCOLGAN | flint.mccolgan@bostonherald.com
PUBLISHED: June 2022
By FLINT MCCOLGAN | flint.mccolgan@bostonherald.com |
PUBLISHED: June 2022
A Boston police officer reported that he felt intimidated by City Councilor Julia Mejia during an interaction
with her late last month, but Mejia says it’s a misunderstanding.
“After the councilor walked away, I continued to feel uncomfortable and intimidated,” the police officer
wrote in the June 3 letter to his district captain obtained by the Herald. “This feeling was due to the fact that
I am aware that a City of Boston councilor is an elected politician who has some power and say over me due
to my current job.”
The police officer was on assignment directing traffic for the May 27 wake of the Rev. Roberto Miranda, held
at the South End church Congregacion Leon de Juda, when he encountered the councilor.
He said Mejia asked him to direct wake traffic to park in a nearby lot. The officer stated that he didn’t know
who owned the lot so he couldn’t do that, and Mejia got on her phone with the city Water and Sewer
Commission to confirm the use of their lot.”
The female then stated to me ‘I’m your worst nightmare.’ After hearing those words, I thought that it was
strange for someone to say that to me,” the officer continued, later adding, “After a few more times of saying
that she was the city councilor, the lady then informed me that she was indeed City Councilor Julia Mejia.”
The police officer also alleges that Mejia “then raised her hands to either side of her face and
verbally exclaimed ‘aaahhh,’ which I perceived as someone trying to make a scary face. This was done
about 2-3 times.”
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Mejia, who did not know about the letter when called for comment, told the Herald Thursday that “I feel really bad
learning that he felt that way” and that “I did not walk away from that experience thinking that he took me serious.”
She said she apologizes for setting a bad impression and was only trying to be playful, adding that she would be “happy
to meet with the police officer and help him feel more comfortable with me if that will put him at ease.”
“Our officers are out here in our streets every single day and they come across many different violent and dangerous
situations and it’s difficult for me to hear that an officer is intimidated by me, who is 5’2” and weighs less than 100
pounds,” Mejia added later. “If an officer is intimidated by someone like me, it makes me disheartened but also makes
me question, you know, their own capacity to be able to deal with situations that make them feel uncomfortable.”

Dorchester Preschool

www.dorchesterpreschool.com
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Has Policing Become More Dangerous?

According to a recent article by Charles Fain Lehman in the
Manhattan Institute, the Answer is Yes (May of 2022)
Recent headlines certainly give the impression that it’s dangerous
to be a cop right now and the headlines aren’t wrong. In fact,
in the first six months of 2022, a Baltimore police officer was
ambushed and shot dead in her cruiser, a Houston cop was shot
by a serial felon during a routine traffic stop, an NYPD officer
was slashed with a machete, and dozens more law enforcement
officials around the country have been under attack. (Including
the attack of a Boston Police Officer on May 14, 2022.)
Data from one of the nation’s largest police unions suggests
that these incidents are part of a larger trend. According to the
data, 123 law enforcement officers were shot in the line of duty
this year through May 1, 2022, a 35% increase when compared
to the first five months of 2021. Nineteen of 123 officers died.
There is genuine concern that 2022 could be even worse than
2021, when 346 officers were shot and 63 killed by gunfire.
The FBI, which also tracks violence against police officers
through its Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted
(LEOKA) program, also confirms an upward trend in police
shootings and ambushes.
Although there are those who try to argue that the increased
attacks on police officers are simply a byproduct of increased
violence in society as a whole, that logic does not hold weight
or explain the surge in ambush-style attacks on police officers.
In fact, most would argue that the surge/increase in ambushstyle attacks is caused by emboldened offenders who feel less
inhibition and fear about attacking cops.
Undoubtedly, the anti-police rhetoric espoused by cop-hating
elected officials has enabled violent offenders to immerse
themselves in a pool full of fraudulent, fake moral outrage fueled
by faulty premises and assumptions that all cops are bad or all
cops are racist.
As long as elected officials are allowed to push out the false
narrative, the hostility towards the police will grow.
Defund-the-police zealots would have you believe policing is
less dangerous than jobs like logging, fishing and steel working,
which is completely false. And when police departments and
unions raise valid concerns about legitimate violence, antipolice groups work to belittle those concerns while promoting
false narratives claiming it’s okay to harm police officers
because that’s part of the job and they “knew what they were
signing up for.”

Completely false. Their arguments are wrong. Wrong because
they ignore the counterfactual: Cops are safer because they are
taught to be safety-conscious. Just as important, these arguments
fail to consider how the dangers of policing are unique. Loggers
and steel workers take safety precautions, of course, but the
injuries in those industries are mostly the product of accidents,
not of human intention. Loggers don’t arm themselves with
chainsaws because they’re afraid they might get attacked by the
trees. In policing, by contrast, a significant subset of injuries and
deaths are the result of deliberate choices by the people whom
police are responsible for arresting or apprehending. They do not
occur because a safety harness failed or a crane toppled over.
Assuming criminals do feel more emboldened to attack cops,
more must be done to keep police officers safe. Failure to act
on the concerns will only make an already dangerous profession
more dangerous. And, if the already dangerous job becomes
more so, there will be fewer candidates willing to put their lives
on the line to protect and serve. That, in turn, will lead to more
violent crime for everyone.
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Celebrating Your Achievements
TOP COP AWARDS: Boston’s Finest Well Represented at the
Annual Top Cop Awards Ceremony in Washington, DC
This past May, at the 29th Annual Top Cops in Washington, DC, several of Boston’s Finest were honored for bravery, courage and
dedication to duty while protecting and serving the citizens of Boston. For nearly three decades, since 1994, the Top Cops Awards
Ceremony has been highlighting the incredible work and remarkable sacrifices made by our nation’s heroes while protecting and
serving communities across America. Top Cops are nominated by fellow cops. An independent Awards Selection Committee, made
up of national law enforcement representatives, selects one Top Cop from each of the 50 States and U.S. territories. In states where
a Top Cop has already been chosen, those worthy of recognition are selected and receive an Honorable Mention Award.
This year, several Boston Police Officers and Sergeants were recognized with Honorable Mention Awards. As you can well imagine,
we could not be prouder of our officers and the incredible courage and conviction they displayed in two separate incidents in early
November of 2021.
INCIDENT #1:
The following officers were honored for heroism shown on
Nov. 6, 2021, during a domestic disturbance in which an armed
suspect stabbed one of our police officers in the neck.
Those officers are:
Police Officer Paul Michael Bertocchi
Police Officer Nicholas Cubarney
Police Officer Kyle Matthew Gilmore
Police Officer Kyle Holmes
Police Officer Zach MacInnis
Police Officer Max McGuire
Police Officer Chase Robichaud
Police Officer Kyle Christian Ryan
INCIDENT #2:
For courage shown on Nov. 9, 2021, during a lengthy
stand-off with an armed gunman who shot and wounded
three of our police officers.
The following officers were honored:
Police Officer Brendan M. Bosse
Police Officer Christopher R. Carr
Police Officer Brian R. Carlson
Police Officer Sean Francis
Police Officer Otis C. Harewood
Police Officer Bruce W. Hicks
Police Officer Derek Marcoaldi
Police Officer Frank A. Nogueira
Police Officer Jamie Pietroski
Police Officer Michael Ridge
Police Officer Peter A. Zographos
Sergeant Joel C. McCarthy
Sergeant John D. Conway
Sergeant Ian Mahoney
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Close to 500 Guns off the
Streets of Boston in 2022
Courtesy of the Hardworking
Men and Women of the BPPA
In the year 2022, the hardworking men and women of the
BPD have taken over 400 guns off the streets of Boston.
To the officers working around the clock, 24/7/365, to keep
our residents, our city and our neighborhoods safe, we say:
“THANK YOU. THANK YOU. THANK YOU.”

Thank you for your commitment and dedication to
the citizens of Boston.
Tom Parlon and the Blue Line Financial Team
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Working Hard, Playing Harder
BPD Hoop Team Takes Home Top Prize for First Time in Boston
Strong 1st Responder Invitational Basketball Tourney

For the first time in the seven-year history of the Boston Strong 1st Responder
Basketball Tournament, we are pleased to report that the BPD Basketball Team
emerged victorious, taking home the championship trophy courtesy of a 42-36
victory over the Suffolk County Sheriff's Department. When asked about the victory,
point guard Manny Canuto offered the following, “Winning a tournament created
to honor the memory of MIT Police Officer Sean A. Collier and our own guy, DJ
Simmonds, means a great deal to all of us on the team. We’re incredibly happy to win.
But, honestly, we’re even more proud to play in a tourney that honors two wonderful
guys.” The 2-day tournament is held every year at the MIT Rockwell Gymnasium. The
tourney was created to honor the memory of all who were hurt, harmed and lost
during the attack on the Boston Marathon on April 15, 2013. All the proceeds from
this year’s tourney were donated to the Police Athletic League.

Congratulations again to this
year’s team which included:
Sean Cavanaugh
Matt Stone
Ellys Lee
Fabian Belgrave
Manuel Simas
Stephan Lockwood
Ciaran Murphy
Johnny Daviega Milton
Kameron Fox
Tony Barros
Emanuel Canuto
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Fun Time Had by All at the Annual BPPA Golf Tournament Held
at Brookmeadow Country Club in Canton
This year's BPPA Golf Tournament scored a perfect day this past June at the Brookmeadow Country Club in Canton. All 144
BPPA golfers teed off in bright sunshine, with many adhering to one of golf's most basic creeds, "He who has the fastest golf cart
never has to play a bad lie." But, bad lies aside, the course was in tremendous shape thanks to the fine folks at Brookmeadow. In
addition, the BPPA is incredibly grateful for the support and sponsorships provided by local businesses. As you can well imagine,
it's significant to have relationships with businesses and organizations that appreciate and value our first responders. A delicious
dinner capped off a fun-filled day out on the links. Special thanks to the kitchen staff at Brookmeadow Country Club. Next year's
tourney has already been booked. Said BPPA President Larry Calderone, "We want to thank everybody who turned out for this
year's tourney and, of course, we look forward to seeing everybody back for another fun-filled event next year."
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INJURED
ON DUTY?
WE’RE HERE FOR YOU
Lost detail & overtime pay successfully collected for over 33 years
From $20,000 to $6 Million for injured officers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cruiser & motorcycle accidents
Stolen MV pursuits
Resisting arrest
Foot pursuits
Domestic violence altercations
Road jobs & heavy equipment

•
•
•
•
•
•

Handcuffing
Slips, trips & falls
Ice and other hazards
Dogs: bites, chases, etc.
Shootings
Rescue of persons/property

We specialize in representing injured police in Massachusetts
Trusted by officers in over 200 departments

NO FEE UNLESS SUCCESSFUL
FREE CONFIDENTIAL CONSULTATION - CALL US

800-245-2052 • sballin@ballinlaw.com

www.BallinLaw.com • www.PoliceInjury.com
Visit www.BallinLawBlog.com for news and recent results
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Professional Resources and Advice
Have You Had Your Annual
Wellness Check This Year?
All Officers are encouraged and invited to meet with a clinician at the
Boston Police Peer Support Unit for an Annual Wellness Check. As
we all know, police officers face incredibly taxing physical and mental
challenges in the course of our everyday work. Whether it’s exposure
to events that threaten your life, seeing the worst of human behavior,
being subjected to verbal disrespect and physical violence or working
unpredictable schedules and ridiculously long hours, all of the above
can and do take a toll on both your physical and mental health over time.
So, we ask you to please be proactive. Check in and get help before you
need help. An Annual Wellness Check is an opportunity to:
					
• Debrief a year in the life of a police officer
• Assess strategies for staying healthy on the job and off
• Empty your mind of what we hold on to
Don’t be afraid to get help before you need help. All help provided is
voluntary and confidential. To schedule your Annual Wellness Check
today, please contact Boston Police Peer Support at 617-343-5175.

24/7 Emergency
Call 617-594-9091
You can be anonymous,

It is always confidential.

Thanks for
the support
Doughboy Uniform - Boston
395 Neponset Ave,
Dorchester, MA 02122
617-282-2677

BPPA Ad 2022.indd 1

Doughboy Uniform - Revere
372 Squire Road
Revere, MA 02151
781-289-3300

4/14/22 12:43 PM
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Big Brother Is (Really) Watching You

By Kenneth H. Anderson, Esq.
Anderson, Goldman, Tobin & Pasciucco, LLP
When I was a young prosecutor in the mid-1990s , I prosecuted an individual named Guy Smith for a carjacking on Calumet Street in
Mission Hill. In a nutshell, Guy Smith had hopped into the driver’s seat of a running motor vehicle as a mother was removing her small
child from the backseat. A short time after stealing this car, a woman wearing a bandana and dark sunglasses was captured on an ATM
surveillance camera at the Roxbury Crossing MBTA Station trying to use the debit card taken from the car owner’s purse. Pictured
behind this woman in the surveillance photograph was an individual identified by the car owner as the person who had stolen her car
(and had almost stolen her young daughter). Detective Paul Martin went on the TV news on a Crime Stoppers episode showing the
ATM photograph, and within a short period of time Guy Smith was identified as the person in the photograph.
The photograph from the ATM was extremely grainy and Guy Smith’s defense was that the person in the picture was not him.
I reached out to people working at Polaroid to see if they could enhance the photograph, but was told in a meeting at Polaroid that
there were insufficient pixels in the picture to enhance the quality of the photograph. My best guess on the timing of this incident is
that it occurred sometime in the years between 1995 and 1997. Now imagine how much easier this case would be to solve if the same
crime was committed in 2022. If this crime occurred today, it is likely the actual carjacking would have been captured on several “Ring”
doorbells. Detectives could almost watch in live time as they traced this car jumping from one traffic camera to the next. The MBTA
station where the ATM was located would have ultra-clear cameras throughout which would have shown Guy Smith and the woman
walking into the station and up to the ATM, and the camera from the ATM itself would have a crystal-clear picture. Times have truly
changed, and so has our technology.
While technology has made it much easier to capture criminals, it is also something that officers must be aware of, because everywhere
you go there is almost certainly a camera that documents when you arrive and everything you do while you are there. In addition to
the cameras, your cellphone can also be used to track your whereabouts. And, of course, everyone else in the world owns a cell phone
with a camera. As a word to the wise, please be mindful that Big Brother is watching you in earnest, or at least has the capability of
going back in time to watch you when he wants to.
Recently, “time and attendance” has become a forefront issue for police officers. Officers’ whereabouts, particularly on paid details,
has come under tremendous scrutiny. Gone are the days when someone could arrive at a detail at 9:00 a.m. and put their arrival time
as much earlier on their detail card. The same obviously also goes for the time that you leave a detail site. If someone wants to find
out exactly when you arrived, what you did during your detail, and the time that you left, there is a high likelihood that this information
can be gleaned through technology at pretty much any location in the city. For this reason, honesty and accuracy in reporting your
time and attendance are essential.
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There are those at City Hall who would love to get rid of the paid detail system. There are those at City Hall who would love to stick
untrained and unarmed homeless people at construction sites wearing fluorescent clothing and pay them to work as civilian flagmen.
And every time a negative story about a police officer abusing the paid detail system comes out, it is more ammunition for those who
would love to take away this very beneficial opportunity from all police officers.
When I left the District Attorney’s Office and began representing members of the Patrolmen’s Association in 1998, I did not own a
cellphone. I had a pager and a pocketful of quarters to use at a payphone. Now, twenty-four years later, some of you younger officers
may not even know what a payphone is. The times have changed. Technology has changed. We must all accept the inconvenient
truth that whatever you do, and wherever you go, is now readily trackable. Your reputation and your integrity are worth far more
than a few extra bucks at a construction detail. So are your job and your pension. Please be smart and honest, not only for your sake,
but for the sake of your brothers and sisters as well. Be well and stay safe.

What You Are Doing When You Are Injured Matters,
at Least When it Comes to Disability Retirement.
By Bryan Decker, Decker & Rubin, PC
We all know that policing is a dangerous line of work. Put aside that
you put your life on the line daily, the day-to-day physical toll of the
job can also be staggering, particularly over time. Just walking a
beat wearing your duty belt or constantly getting in and out of your
cruiser can lead to injury over time. As a result, most officers will
get injured at some point in their career and, unfortunately, some
will suffer a career-ending disabling injury.
When it comes to injury leave, the law is pretty settled. If you are
injured "arising out of and in the course of … employment," you are
entitled to injury leave under G.L. c. 41, §111F ("injury leave"). But
many officers don't realize that the standard is more stringent to
qualify for work-related disability retirement. For retirement, the
disability must occur "while in the performance" of your duties.
While this seems to be the same, as the Supreme Judicial Court has
stated, the standard for retirement is "much more restrictive." As such,
disabilities that occur while an officer is on break or while not actively
engaged in duties will result in disability retirement being denied.
In a 1996 Supreme Judicial Court case, a professor was disabled as
she walked from lunch in the cafeteria to her office to hold office
hours. The Court denied her case. The SJC noted that the result
of the case was harsh but said it was for the legislature to fix. The
Court stated, "If the employee had been going from one place at

which she had had an employment obligation to another such
place, if she had had an employment duty at the cafeteria (as
well as at her office), or if she had been performing a duty of
her employment while walking to her office, the result would
be different."
The Court's hypotheticals show how harsh this disparity is
between injury leave and disability retirement. Particularly
now, when the Department is trying to force officers to
retire on disabilities, you need to be aware how important
what you are doing when you are injured really is.
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Banking for First Responders
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Social Media Update
BPPA’s Social Media Platform Continues to Grow, Thanks to
Great Stories Like the BPD Harbor Patrol’s Rescue of a Groom
Late For His Own Wedding Day

Our social media presence on Twitter remains strong.
To those who’ve helped the cause by sending story ideas
and photos, we say, “Thank you and keep the good content
coming!” At last check, we were up over 4,900 followers,
closing in on 5K, which is a pretty big deal. How big? Well,
to put the number of followers in perspective, members
should know that, of the 200 million Twitter accounts
worldwide, less than 2% have 1,000 followers or more. So,
again, the fact that BPPA’s account is closing in on 5,000
followers is something we can all be proud of. Again, we
thank everybody for liking and supporting our messaging
and advocacy on Twitter. As we’ve said time and time
again, liking the information we push out on Twitter only
strengthens our social media footprint, as well as our
ability to highlight and showcase the great work being
done by our members every single day. While there were
a number of great tweets over the past few months, the
tweet highlighting the BPD Harbor Patrol’s response to and
rescue of a groom in distress most assuredly stands out.
For those who missed it, the romantic rescue occurred early
Saturday afternoon, August 13, 2022. A vessel hired to

transport a groom, Patrick Mahoney, to Thompson Island for his
wedding broke down, leaving the soon-to-be hubby in a pinch
and in serious need of a lift. Meantime, his soon-to-be wife,
Hannah, already waiting for him on the island, had no idea he
was stranded. Lucky for both of them, the BPD Harbor Patrol
was there to save the day and transport the stranded groom to
his destination.
In fact, Patrick Mahoney got to Thompson Island in plenty of
time, albeit 17 minutes later than expected, but in plenty of time
for his wedding.
Said the happy bride, Hannah Mahoney, “Without BPD’s help, I
would’ve been a bride without a groom … I’m very thankful and
really appreciate what they did.”
“It was good to get a nice call for a change and help people out,
'' said Boston Police Officer Joe Matthews. “My wedding day
was the best day of my life, so I’m glad and grateful we were
able to help get the groom to the altar in time.”
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We thank those who protect and serve.
Putnam thanks the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
for its long history of public service and sacrifice.
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BPPA Perspectives
Top 10 Reasons Why Defunding the Police,
Especially in Boston, is a Bad Idea

1.

The BPD is widely viewed and regarded as one of the best, most effective community police departments in the nation.
Just ask President Barack Obama who said as much in May of 2015.

2.

People love living in Boston because Boston is one of the safest big cities in America.

3.

Policing in Boston is not broken.

4.

Internal affairs complaints have never been lower.

5.

Use-of-force complaints, where police officers are accused of using excessive force, have never been lower.

6.

Defunding the police has been an epic failure in other big cities. (See Portland. See New York. See Seattle. See Minneapolis.)

7.

Defunding the police will not solve real economic issues and concerns like the skyrocketing costs of health care,
higher education and home ownership.

8.

When people talk about what makes good cities great, in addition to good jobs, schools, roads, parks, restaurants and public
transportation, the thing people want most of all is: public safety.

9.
10.

Nobody wants to live in fear.
Defunding the police means fewer cops to answer 9-1-1 calls. Fewer cops responding to shootings, robberies,
sexual assaults and burglaries. Who wants to be the person calling 911 in desperate need of help, only to hear:
“Hi, this is 9-1-1. Can you please hold for the next available dispatcher. Your call will be answered in the
order it was received.” Answer: NOBODY.
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The Undeniable Dangers Associated with Safeguarding Outdoor,
Large-Scale Events on Full Display at Boston’s Puerto Rican Parade
In August 2017, a deranged white supremacist drove his car into
a crowd of counter-protesters at a Charlottesville, VA, rally killing
one. In November 2021, another deranged individual drove his
car through a crowded Christmas parade in Waukesha, WI, killing
five and injuring scores more. The concern about intentional
attacks on parades or rallies on city streets is real. If the incidents
in Charlottesville and Waukesha aren’t proof enough, two of our
officers were recently injured when a motorist drove his car through
a wooden barricade at the Puerto Rican Parade held in Boston on
July 31, 2022. Thankfully, both officers were treated for non-life
threatening injuries. However, the fact that the suspect in this case
thought nothing of plowing through a barrier and injuring police
officers should serve as a warning to a city that is all too quick to
issue permits for large-scale parades and street festivals that have
become increasingly more difficult for the understaffed BPD to
safeguard and protect. Said Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
President Larry Calderone, “Here we are 400 officers short of
where we should be. Officers working double and triple shifts.
Yet, nobody sees the absurdity and insanity of issuing permits for

large scale events with street closures when you don’t have
enough officers to properly police the event. Make no mistake
about it, in this case, we got lucky. Lucky because the suspect
chose a barricade staffed by two incredibly brave police officers
whose quick thinking and heroic response undoubtedly saved
lives.” The suspect, a 28-year-old male from Jamaica Plain, was
arrested and charged with Reckless Operation of Motor Vehicle
and Assault and Battery with a Deadly Weapon (Motor Vehicle).
But, the concerns about intentional attacks on parades and
outdoor festivals remain. Police officers get paid to think about
what could go wrong and how to prevent it. Issuing permits
for large scale events at a time when the BPD is severely
understaffed is an obvious wrong that seems enormously
preventable. Bottom line: properly securing parade routes
requires police officers and boots on the ground. Until the City
hires more officers, we must push back on the idea that it’s okay
to keep doing more with less.
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We’re Grateful to the Elected Officials Who Made Their Voices Heard
After a Knife-Wielding Suspect Attempted to Kill One of Our Officers
In Dorchester

Violence against police officers around the country has seen a dramatic increase in 2022. Undoubtedly, the defund-the-police
movement deserves its fair share of the blame for the anti-police rhetoric that has encouraged armed criminals to attack police
officers at historically high rates.
It should go without saying, but we will say it as many times as it needs to be said: “IT IS NEVER OKAY TO HURT OR
HARM POLICE OFFICERS.”
Unfortunately, in the early morning hours of May 14, 2022, two of our officers found themselves in a fight for their lives after responding
to a call of a woman screaming for help on Glendale Street in Dorchester. When officers arrived, a knife-wielding suspect attacked,
forcing officers to respond with deadly force. One of the officers, who suffered multiple stab wounds, was treated for injuries that,
thankfully, turned out to be non-life threatening. The other officer was treated for the stress, strain and trauma so often felt by officers
forced to use deadly force.
Said an officer close to the investigation, “Thank God an officer wasn’t killed. The suspect in this case, clearly, had no regard for the safety
of these officers. If he could’ve killed one of our officers, he would’ve. And, if these officers hadn’t reacted and responded the way that
they did, they wouldn’t be alive today.” The suspect was pronounced dead at the scene.
Thankfully, after the attack, elected officials like Council President Ed Flynn were quick to condemn the violence.
Said City Council President Ed Flynn, “Our thoughts and prayers are with the Boston Police officers who were either stabbed or at
the scene of last night’s incident, that they make a full and speedy recovery, as well as all the families and neighbors impacted by this
traumatic event. Violence against police officers is unacceptable. Thank you to the men and women of the BPD for your bravery last
night, and the work you do on behalf of the residents of Boston each and every day.”
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association President Larry Calderone also weighed in, saying: “Over the last several months, we’ve had
officers attacked, shot and stabbed. The disregard for officers’ safety has never been higher. Enough is enough. Boston Police officers
deserve better. We’re down over 400 cops. Doing more with less remains a recipe for disaster. We need to hire more officers and we
need to do it now, before another officer gets hurt, injured or, God forbid, worse.”
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In Light of the Allegations, City Councilor Ricardo Arroyo is No Longer
Fit To Represent Women’s Rights or Victims of Domestic Violence
Say what you want about City Councilor Ricardo Arroyo,
the facts seem abundantly clear that he has been less than
truthful with the citizens of Boston about what he knew,
and when he knew it, relative to two separate sexual assault
allegations leveled against him between 2005-2007. When
contacted by the Boston Globe and asked to comment on
the veracity of the allegations, Arroyo claimed to know
nothing about any allegations, even going so far as to say he
only first learned of the allegations when the Globe called
looking for comment. Can you imagine being at the center
of not one but two separate sex assault complaints as a
teenager and not remembering any of it? Despite written
reports confirming the allegations and the fact that Arroyo
even hired an attorney to defend him, Arroyo says he doesn’t
remember any of it. Nothing. Not one bit of it. Yet, when the
Globe asked Arroyo to waive his attorney-client privilege so

they could discuss the allegations with the attorney, Arroyo
refused. Why refuse if there’s nothing to hide? Worse still,
despite saying he knew nothing about either investigation or
the women making the accusations, he bizarrely contacted
one of his accusers just hours after the Globe interview. For
an elected official who has spent much of his limited time in
office demanding accountability, truth and transparency of
others, the irony and lack of sound judgment are painfully
palpable. Ultimately, the voters would and did decide Arroyo's
fate. Kevin Hayden defeated Ricardo by more than 6,000
votes. Apparently, disbelieving women was not an option
for those who voted. As for those who did, First-term City
Councilors, Kendra Hicks and Tania Fernandes Anderson, did
a nice job circling the wagons, but, when the rest of the story
comes out, as it always does, renouncing their spots on the
Council should be priority number one.
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Stand Up for Us
and We’ll Stand Up for You
When elected officials stand up for our officers, there is an
obligation to acknowledge the support. When our officers
were forced to work 24 hours straight, several elected officials,
including Councilors Ed Flynn and Erin Murphy, stood up for
the hardworking men and women of the BPPA and publicly
denounced the practice. As we’ve said time and time again,
Boston needs to hire more police officers. We applaud elected
officials, like Murphy and Flynn, for standing up for those who
protect and serve one of the greatest cities in America.
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ACCEPTING REFERRALS
FOR CAMP LEJEUNE
WATER CONTAMINATION
CASES

TIMOTHY A. NOLTE

TIMOTHY A. NOLTE
KECHES ATTORNEY
MARINE CORPS VETERAN

Keches Law is now accepting referrals for
individuals who were stationed at Marine
Corps Base Camp Lejeune in North Carolina
for more than 30 days between August 1,
1953 and December 31, 1987. Individuals who
were exposed to harmful water contamination
during that period may be entitled to
compensation through the Camp Lejeune
Justice Act.
This effort is being led by experienced Keches
Law attorneys Lisa Conserve and Timothy
Nolte. Attorney Nolte is a Marine Corps
Veteran who was deployed twice in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom, where he served as
an infantry squad leader with Fox Company,
2nd Battalion 6th Marine Regiment, based
out of Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. Timothy
Nolte and Lisa Conserve are both committed
to getting qualified individuals the justice they
deserve.
Learn more at www.kecheslaw.com/camplejeune-justice-act/

NEW ENGLAND’S INJURY
AT T O R N E Y S S I N C E 1 9 8 6
5 0 8 - 8 2 2 - 2 0 0 0 | K E C H E S L AW. C O M

OFFICES IN MILTON, BRIDGEWATER, WORCESTER,
PROVIDENCE, FALL RIVER & NEW BEDFORD.
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Speaking Your Mind
If You’re Looking for Work-Life Balance, Good Luck Trying to Achieve
It as a Boston Police Officer Working 24-Hour Shifts
By Joe Coppinger
Work-life balance is a term that makes sense to many of us, but if you’re a police officer in Boston forced to work 24 hours straight
or, for that matter, 16 hours, finding a healthy work-life balance is impossible. Simply put, work-life balance is the state of equilibrium
where a person equally prioritizes the demands of one's career and the demands of one's personal life. This includes time set aside
for physical fitness, family time and socializing. Now, if you’re a Boston Police officer, you’re probably already saying to yourself,
“There’s no way my work and life are in balance.” And, truth be told, you’re absolutely right. Too many of our members are working
way too many hours. And, we all know, trying to pay the bills while living in one of the most expensive cities in America is no easy task.
However, if Fortune 500 Companies are talking about the need to ensure a healthy work-life balance for their employees, shouldn’t
we be doing the same for our dedicated Boston Police officers? As it stands right now, there is no balance for the hardworking men
and women of the BPPA. For that very reason, your BPPA Leadership continues to fight for and push for the hiring of more police
officers. Until the department is properly staffed, the imbalance will likely continue.

If you have any doubt about what it feels like when your life is out of balance,
here are some signs many of us can certainly relate to:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Your body is always in pain.
You are always tired.
Your patience is wearing thin.
You can’t remember the last time you enjoyed yourself.
Your relationships are struggling.
You can’t remember your kids’ names
Your kids begin calling you, “Mister” instead of “Dad.” OR "Ma'm" instead of "Mum".
You routinely work 16-hour days, and 80-to-90-hour work weeks.

IIn a recent study conducted by the Mayo Clinic, the leading causes of burnout were discussed. According to the research,
burnout, which is a form of mental exhaustion, is often attributed to bad supervision. Who would have thought that? The
research further states that when employees feel micromanaged, disrespected and overly admonished for minor infractions (like
showing up late to a detail or, God forbid, leaving a lil’ early, with a signed slip and permission from the signing authority), the
tendency to burnout burns ever hotter.
Okay, so how do you fix it? Hiring 400 police officers would be a good start.
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City’s Loss. Our Gain.
Retired BPD could alleviate ordered overtime and personnel shortages … but now, would we even return???
By James Carnell, Guest Columnist, Retired BPD

In 2015, the BPPA, largely with the assistance of Boston Councilor

The most recent excuse has been that the BPD is afraid “that if they

Mike Flaherty, helped push through the City Council and the state

allow retired officers to perform details, it will encourage a flood

legislature the language needed for Boston to begin using retired

of retirements.” So note to the brain surgeons and astronauts at

police officers for details and other department needs. Almost all

HQ: we’re retiring ANYWAY! Some because we have to, but mostly

of Massachusetts’ cities and towns use retired officers to assist

because we’re disgusted by the current political attitude towards

with extra road detail work, special events such as parades or

law enforcement. This brings me to what is the real reason the city is

road races, and to alleviate ordered overtime during personnel

reluctant to use retirees for extra detail work: a pure and simple

shortages such as summer vacations.

ideological contempt for law enforcement by the political powers
in charge.

But since 2015, Boston has done absolutely nothing to put to
use the readily available, fully trained, experienced, and mature

Of course, the politicians will deny that cop-hatred has anything

force of police officers who would return a 10% administrative

to do with their failure to use a readily-available, experienced, fully

fee to the city’s coffers for use as the city or BPD sees fit; i.e.,

academy-trained, and MCJTC pre-certified force to alleviate crushing

youth programs, community outreach, police/sports programs,

ordered overtime and worsening shortages of police personnel. A

whatever. The next excuse was that the legal department had

force that would, as previously mentioned, garner an additional 10%

problems because of injury/liability problems (Geez, Boston,

from private sources for the city’s coffers for whatever program they

somehow, 156 other cities and towns in Massachusetts have

choose to spend it on. No, let’s ignore those experienced officers in

figured this problem out, how about asking them?). Then, it was

favor of convicted felons being released from jail; we can employ

simply “bureaucratic inertia” – nobody could seem to figure out

them as civilian flaggers who will, in short order, become members

the logistics of how to actually put the rules, regulations and

of the local laborer’s union and make even more than police officers

requirements into place to make a retiree detail force a reality.

do in Boston today. (A Boston city councilor has actually proposed

Next, it was the ultimate excuse-du-jour: COVID-19! (Of course, I

this, and the proposal is being seriously studied and entertained by

believe that’s still the excuse for why the BPD, for over 2 ½ years,

the administration at this very time.)

still hasn’t even had the basic decency to send out a simple letter
to retirees congratulating them after 32, 35, 41, etc. years of
service. Perhaps the boiler-plate letter-writing computer at HQ
got the Covid-cooties too?)
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Retirees would not only add to the administrative coffers, they would

County Sheriff’s Dept., and a host of other private entities or other

also alleviate those onerous double and even triple shifts now affecting

police agencies. I’m looking for a good reason, besides geographic

a beleaguered and overworked police department. Retirees could be

convenience and familiarity with the streets and city, to entertain

used to staff the numerous road races, parades and fixed-site special

doing details in Boston. Like most of us, I can’t see one …. Boston’s

events that now destroy days off for frustrated and angry regular-duty

loss is our gain.

officers. Retirees could supplement the uniformed police presence
which is so lacking on the public streets today. Many BPD retirees

Once again, a clumsy BPD bureaucracy, waffling indecision, lowest

would happily accept assignments on weekends and holidays simply to

comparative detail pay to all other cities and towns, and pure and

get out of the house and keep busy. They may be retired, but are still

straightforward contempt for law enforcement have caused a local

active and fully-capable of working and serving.

version of “the flight of the Earls.” You had us, Boston, and the ability
to employ us for the greater good and benefit, but your callous

The bigger problem may be that even if Boston was to see the cost-

indifference drove us away. So let me see … would I rather work a

benefit analysis and the benefits to public safety right in front of them,

“windmill” detail on Causeway Street at 46 bucks an hour or make

many retirees wouldn’t entertain returning to Boston. Boston officially

$65 an hour at the US Open in Brookline? I think you know the

has the lowest-paying detail rate of any neighboring city or town.

answer.

(Brookline, which had been $1.00 lower at $45 p/h, just upped their
rate to $57 and $65 p/h. Boston, of course, wallows in the mud at $46.)

Boston, you’ve lost us….

Many Boston retirees now work for other cities, towns and agencies,
such as the town of Braintree, Plymouth County and the Norfolk

Former BPD Seargant for Over 20 Years.
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Celebrating Greatness
Boston Celtic Great and Civil Rights Icon Bill Russell Dead at 88
When the statue to honor Bill Russell, one of the greatest
basketball players in the history of the NBA, was unveiled in
November of 2013, the men and women of BPD were there to
proudly salute and support one of the greatest champions in
all of sports. The bronze statue of the Celtic great stands even
taller and takes on even greater significance with his passing.
Bill Russell passed on July 31, 2022, at the age of 88. As great
as Tom Brady and Michael Jordan are and were, nobody won
more than Bill Russell. The 12-time All-Star won 11 NBA titles,
8 consecutive, and 5 MVP Awards, before becoming the NBA's
first Black head coach. Off the court, he was a profile in courage.
Whether he was marching alongside Martin Luther King, Jr. or
supporting Muhammad Ali during his opposition to being drafted
into military service, Bill Russell stood tall and will forever be
remembered for his courage both on and off the court.

Looking Out For You: Life Saving Body Scan Program Marches On
In late August, Richard Hayworth of the Boston Firefighter’s
Credit Union presented a $25,000 check to several Boston
Police Unions (including the Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association) to offset the ongoing costs associated with
the Officer Health & Wellness Body Scan Program, which
has saved countless lives since its inception. The program
started several years ago and is made possible due in direct
measure to extremely generous donations from the City of
Boston Credit Union, the Boston Fire Credit Union, and the
Boston Police Runner’s Club.
Representatives from all the police unions, including
BPPA President Larry Calderone, joined Commissioner
Michael Cox for the check presentation. The funds are
distributed equally among the Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association, Boston Police Detectives Benevolent Society,
To ensure your name is on the Body Scan list, please call BPPA
Secretary Jay Moccia or Treasurer Sarah Briggs at 617-989-2772.

Boston Police Superior Officers Federation, and Boston
Emergency Medical Services.
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